
POST BUILD DAY – SHORT- & LONG-TERM SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

You just worked for a change – now what? Following Build Day, it’s important to recognize 
and thank the participants and employees, as well as keep them informed about the 
progress of the house you helped build and the family who will be enjoying it. This is also a 
great opportunity to encourage your business to participate in another Build Day or make 
an annual commitment to participate in Working For A Change. Finally, the days after 
Build Day are a good time to follow up with media. Here is a list of suggested activities you 
can organize in the short term and in the long term to address your follow-up needs.

Short-Term Activities
External

• Follow up with media who did not make it to Build Day/did not cover it: it’s an 
opportunity to tell your story, recognize all of those who helped, share pictures, talk 
about the benefits to the community but also to your company, etc.

• Follow up with media who made it to Build Day: offer further information, provide 
pictures from the event and a post-Build Day overview of benefits to the community 
and to your team.

Internal

• Recognize and thank the participants personally: 

• Hand out recognition certificates or some type of tangible participatory token

• Hand out unique awards for Best Coffee Fetcher, The Next Mike Holmes, The Early 
Arriver, etc.

• Recognize and celebrate the participants on a larger scale:

• Encourage participants to share their story/experience on various 
communication channels (newsletter, company website, internal emails, social 
media channels, etc.)

• Display pictures and highlights from the event in a high traffic area of the 
office/building



 
Long-Term Activities
Internal

• Share updates on current builds and the house you helped build with participants 
and employees

• Display a visual depicting the completion of the house you helped build in a high 
traffic area of the office/building (a thermometer, a graphic, etc.)

• Discuss how participants and employees can stay involved with the house you helped 
build and the family who is moving in (letter, pictures, decorating a room, etc.)

• Discuss how your company can stay involved with the program by participating in 
another Build Day or making an annual commitment to Working for a Change

*Note: Please keep in mind these are suggestions only to assist you both internally and 
externally. They are NOT mandatory. Use as a guide.


